
Been there, done that, ain’t no going back,  

Ain’t no sense in getting mad over shit I done had, 

Too strong to be sick, I’m tireder than an old dick, 

But I’m stronger than this. 

 

(Play my part to the fullest) 

 

My heart is stubborn as a Taurus, I can hold on for a bit, 

Longer than the rich, spiteful, or equip,  

My temple built out of brick, 

Not a bad wolf or a wolf in sheep’s shit can bad me out of it, 

Spirit new, but my soul is ancient,  

I’m unbreakable, so broken hearted don’t make sense. 

 

This what 10 years did,  

Fam got evict, husband jump ship, friends cold flip,  

But I’m stronger than this, 

 

  

 by Mersadez George 
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Moms is sick, family rivalry cause splits,  

Haven’t heard from some since, but I’m stronger than this, 

Lil’ Bro on the strip, he selling that shit, he turning to me, 

But he can’t go where I’ve been, I’m stronger than him, 

 

From predator to vic, I’m stronger than this, I’m wrong,  

But more innocent than Kit, love caused me this bid,  

Da after effects did me in, 

You didn’t expect me to live, 

 

But I’m stronger than this, 

I got mad assist, living not rich,  

But more comfortable than you in your own crib, skin and 

your own conscience is killing you quick, 

 

Cause time is running out tic tic tic, 

Y’all ran wit the kid, y’all know how I get, 

Till the dirt, cement, or brick, 

I’m stronger than this! 
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Free in the mind  

By Augusta Clay  

 

 

 

confined to a space slightly larger than a hall closet  

claustrophobic so the brother next door gave up 

electrocuted himself  

by sticking a paper clip in his wall socket 

 

close to my chest I keep a small locket  

a pic of mommy huggin me as a child lays inside it 

 

can’t go back in time so my memories are precious to me 

was listening to Pac and I swear he had a message for me 

so I’ma keep my head up like spike and do the right thing 

Ms. Angelou taught us why the cage bird sings 

 

we all know the government supplies the drugs 

dealers serve those fiends 

don’t be misled by the media  

and what they want you to believe 
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please break the cycle of being a gangsta before another  

loser is conceived 

you have the power to have the world view you as you 

wish to be perceived 

this is real life, not that amusement park called  

“the land of make believe” 

 

Malcolm said “by any means necessary” 

I can be a killer plus I’m scared, see 

it’s a battle of two forces  

which creates the power equal to being pulled at top speed 

by two young healthy male horses 

 

the Panthers have passed their torches 

 

somehow, somewhere along the lines 

we lost our voices 

well I’m here to speak and be heard again 

 

overflow defeat and win 

let my words travel the earth as they  

flow through my fountain pen 

 

over the years I lost tears, sweat, and a lot of blood 

subconsciously becoming cold-hearted and immune to love 

seeing the fam but receiving and giving empty hugs 
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you can see it in my eyes 

as you stare and I’m staring back 

my soul got holes and my emotions are off track 

 

for the youngins, listen up  

cuz this is my form of giving back 

 

robbers, drug dealers, rapo’s and killers, 

prison is where I’m at 

justice will prevail 

 

although I’m currently caged in, I’m blessed cuz  

I walk with the lord and stray away from my previous sins 

daily my baby sis gives me the strength  

to go further than I’ve already went  

 

Nadia she’s innocent and a wonderful woman 

so sweet and so kind 

she understands my transition will take some time 

it is she that helps keep me  

“free in the mind” 
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The Litt-est Nigga I Know  

By Bruno Mamwalee  

 

 

Check me out doe. I was the litt-est nigga I knew in the 

town! Sure, there were niggas wit more bread than me, but 

even they were following my bop. I’m talking from the slang 

I made up to wanting to cop the same exact garments I 

wore, hiding from me so I wouldn’t see they bit my swag.  

I was so lit, I could come up wit the sudden idea that I 

wanted to throw a party three hours from now, make two 

phone calls, and that shit filled wit 30 bitches. I could say 

what I felt to believe was the truth and it automatically 

became the gospel.  

The type of lit where I’m at the table wit five niggas who 

are the litt-est niggas wherever they at, and we gambling 

chains, watches, and earrings like we ain’t got no sense. 

Niggas who entire hoods looked up to—looked up to me. 

Your favorite nigga’s favorite nigga.  
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I remember one time, I spilled a quarter pound on the 

floor. I picked up everything I could salvage, and what I 

couldn’t got swept up in the trash.  So you can imagine how 

amazing it is to me that I now find myself in a maximum 

security prison, scrambling to get my hands on less than a 

gram, chasing a one-hour high that has become so precious 

and important. When that high feeling was a part of me, 

people used it as a part of my description. Amazing. 

It’s amazing to me that the same bitches I practically had 

to beat off me wit a bat in the streets, because they were so 

attached to me, now barely got time for me. The same 

women who used to call 100 times back to back, leave 100 

voicemails and 100 texts, and send 1,000 naked pictures 

trying to entice a response, now claiming to be too busy to 

come thru when I ask them to. Or they’re too busy to write a 

letter. (Since when, bitch?) The same women that used to 

fight to be the one to catch everything my penis squirt for 

the night. The same women! Amazing! 

The most amazing thing is I now find myself having to 

deal with and talk to niggas I would never exchange 

sentences wit in the town. Nah fam, I don’t fuck wit you 

because I fuck wit you, I fuck wit you because I’m stuck wit 

you. 

 

 

 

Nah fam, I don’t fuck wit you because I 

fuck wit you, I fuck wit you because I’m 

stuck wit you. 
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And the crazy shit is these niggas really believe if they 

get the same amount of visits, use the phone the same 

amount of time, and spend the same amount in 

commissary, we’re equals. But in actuality, that’s so far 

from the truth! Even these CO niggas! I literally blew their 

yearly salary on a foreign vehicle. Multiple times! And drove 

it for about a month or two before I got bored and did it 

again. And they look at me like I’m scum! They’re my 

superior? Amazing! 

And the CO women...shit. On equal turf, it would be 

different. But in here, if you let them tell it, they move like 

they’re Rihanna or Kim K., and a nigga in my position 

couldn’t even sniff the pussy. Amazing. And 99 times out of 

100, they fucking wit some lame, cornball nigga who got 

nothing going for himself. Amazing. 

I could be the litt-est nigga in the penal system, but this 

shit count for nothing. I remember walking into European 

boutiques, picking out whatever, not even concerned about 

the price. Now I find myself adding up every cent on my 

commissary sheet. Amazing. 

It’s crazy that behind these walls, the litt-est nigga I 

know, an extraordinary nigga—is treated and has to live 

like—an ordinary nigga. Amazing.           ■ 

I remember walking into European  

boutiques, picking out whatever. Now I find 

myself adding up every cent on my  

commissary sheet. Amazing. 
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Right Legacy Left  

By Rasaun Bullock 

 

 

watch what you interject inta this  

primordial mess 

make sure it ’s nothin less than the best  

I’m telling you 

cause when alls day do is  

observe the unethical  

it’s nothin left to do 

 

I hope it don’t keep 

and get etched in too deep  

cause the downward spiral ’s too steep 

guide da stray leaf  

all propaganda pyre heap—dire 

original man under fire 

false truths told by liars  

 

turn coats turn dreams into  

false hopes 

disguised as promissory notes  

communities inebriated 

lost in coke and dope mazes  

murderizing merchandisers  

is all da media ’s enterprisin 
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privacy laws drowned out by piracy wars  

thanks to twitter and wiki leak flaws  

I’m appalled 

 

the blindas that bind us  

is securely affixed by “R” own sticks man 

switch plan 

boob tube and fake news ditch man  

moorish plan—exist fam 

 

it’s ok 

by your leave bey 

no pay sheik say 

it’s da civil way 

I.D. fan 3-2 a man 

now you free to move about da land  

 

and since da pressure be so oppressively  

compressing thee 

you need only overstand my legacy  

now rep for me 

and watch what you get from me  

 

selfless altruistic treasures  
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Raised in the Red Zone 

By Barry Campbell 
 

 

 

Me growing up in the red zone wasn’t the hardest thing 

to do, but it wasn’t the easiest either. Politicians and 

political warfare me and my family had nothing to do with. 

How is it that I am labeled a menace to society? How could 

you plant a good seed in bad fertilizer, with no sun, no 

water, and expect it to grow? 

That’s why everything that’s in the dark must come to 

light. Society has kept me in the dark long enough. I think 

it’s time that I enlighten myself. 

In an ever-changing society, you can’t help but to grow a 

love for knowledge. Now, for example, knowledge is a big 

brother. Reason, his little brother, is equally right, but 

knowledge is an overall perspective of things. He showed 

me a better understanding of things, which gave me logic to 

my reasoning. 

Each and every individual in the red zone was not 

afforded an equal opportunity to prove themselves worthy 

of becoming a student of nature. Us, growing up in the red, 

I didn’t know that we were looked at as misfits from the 

beginning. So, that means we were given certain types of  
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teachers, or law enforcers, and you informed these 

individuals that they would be working in the red zone. And 

that gave them a bad impression of our nature. 

Well, first and foremost, if you do not know what a red 

zone is, it’s a place where minorities are mostly found. The 

politicians most likely had a debate and decided, we’re  

gonna decrease this area’s value and assume “these little 

niggers are up to no good.” That took away all the qualities 

and assets they might have seen in us.  

Now, would you say the state should be charged with 

defamation of character? Because that is without a doubt 

defamation of our nature. How could you plant a good seed 

in bad fertilizer with no water and no sun and expect it to 

grow? But we beat these odds every day. 

I thank God every day, for he has blessed me with a 

better understanding of Love, Life, and Logic. With those 

three things in your favor, and family, you can’t lose. 

Because love lasts forever. Whoever that was in your heart, 

you will be reunited with them. And your opinion doesn’t 

really matter, because I got the message from a higher 

power.               ■ 

How could you plant a good seed   

in bad fertilizer with no water and  

no sun and expect it to grow? But we  

beat these odds every day.  
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Finite Perspectives  

By Daniel Ventre  

 

 

 

 

Significance and 

influence, 

fantasies of madness; 

where specs of dust  

worship mountains, 

which in turn marvel at  

weightlessness. 

 

One could spend 

endless lifetimes 

volumizing contradictions  

and 

eternal moments chasing  

continuity. 
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Quotations 

Curated by Slice Billy 

 

“Being on the tightrope is living;  

everything else is waiting.” 

-Karl Wallenda  

 

“Hell is paved with  

good Samaritans.” 

-William M. Holden  

 

“Never mistake motion for action.” 

-Ernest Hemingway  

 

“The average person  

thinks he isn ’t.” 

-Larry Lorenzoni 

 

“If stupidity got us into  

this mess, then why  

can’t it get us out?” 

-Will Rogers 
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“Energy is liberated matter, matter is energy  

waiting to happen.” 

-Bill Bryson 
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